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Abstract 

Now a days computer aided design and diagnosis is very popular. Most of the diseases screening and detection is performed with 

the help of a computer. Diabetic retinopathy is one of the diabetic eye diseases found in the patients who have diabetic in last 20-

30 years. The main objective of this work is to effectively found diabetic retinopathy those who have diabetic by using Hough 

transform and bottom hat transform. Selection of the needed region and extract the decided feature is very important in CAD. 

Hough transform is one of the best method for feature extraction.  It follows voting procedure for feature extraction. The purpose 

of the technique is to find imperfect instances of objects within a certain class of shapes.   

Keywords: Computer Aided Diagnosis, Diabetic Retinopathy, Optic Disc Detection, Hough Transform, Bottom Hat 

Transform 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A computer-aided screening and grading system relies on the automatic detection of lesions. Fundus images with DR exhibit red 

lesions, such as microaneurysms (MA) and hemorrhages (HE), and bright lesions, such as exudates and cotton wool spots 

[4].Diabetic retinopathy (DR) is a diabetic eye disease occurs due to the high sugar in the blood vessels. DR affects blood vessels 

in the light sensitive tissue called retina. Retina are located at the back of the eye .They detect light and convert it to signals sent 

through the optic nerve to the brain. Diabetic retinopathy results retina to leak fluid or haemorrhage (bleed)[13].So it is the most 

common cause of vision loss among people with diabetes and leading cause of vision impairment among working age adults. 

Diabetic Retinopathy having four stages [1] such as Mild Non Proliferative Diabetic Retinopathy (Mild NPDR), Moderate Non 

Proliferative Diabetic Retinopathy (Moderate NPDR), Severe Non Proliferative Diabetic Retinopathy (Severe NPDR), 

Proliferative Diabetic Retinopathy (PDR). Mild NPDR is a small areas of balloon like swelling in the retina’s tiny blood vessels 

called micro aneurysms[13]. It occurs at the earliest stage of the disease. These micro aneurysms may leak fluid into the retina. 

Hard/soft exudates mayor may not be present. Moderate NPDR second stage of diabetic retinopathy. Here blood vessels that 

nourish the retina may swell and distort[14]. They may loss their ability to transport blood. Both conditions cause characteristics 

changes to the appearance of the retina and may contribute DME. Cotton wool spots are present. Severe NPDR third stage of 

diabetic retinopathy .many more blood vessels are blocked, depriving blood supply to areas of the retina. These areas secrete 

growth factors that signal the retina to grow new blood vessels. Proliferative Diabetic Retinopathy (PDR) is the advanced stage, 

growth factors secreted  by the retina trigger the proliferation of new blood vessel which grow along the inside surface of the retina 

and into the vitreous gel ,the fluid that fills the eye[9]. The new blood vessels are fragile which makes them more likely to leak 

and bleed. 

For the fundus image three features for pixel classification [6] the grey level of the inverted green channel image and response 

of two line detectors to the neighbourhood of the pixel, one perpendicular to another.  The basic line detector has length 15 pixels 

which rotate at 12 different orientations between 0 to 360 degrees. The response of line operator at each pixel along a specific 

angle is obtained by averaging the grey level of pixels along the line operator. Then the largest response is one of two line features. 

The average grey level of line with length equal to three pixels orthogonal to the basic line detector is used as another line feature. 

A linear support vector machine (SVM) [19] is employed as a classifier for segmenting vessels in retinal image.  

II. RELATED WORKS 

Diabetic Retinopathy Detection (DRD) mainly include image acquisition, image pre-processing, optic disc elimination, feature 

extraction and classification [4]. Image acquisition usually done by using camera these images are named as fundus images. Image 

preprocessing step is used to the contrast enhancement of the fundus image. Optic disc elimination is the major part of Diabetic 

Retinopathy Detection (DRD) because proper removal of optic disc make the detection process is easier. Feature extraction of 

fundus image based on the shape or texture feature. Finally Classification is done by using any of the classifier such as Bayesian 
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classifier, k- nearest classifier, Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier. Segment blood vessels automatically have concentrated 

primarily on their local attributes. 

Vessels may be characterized by the expected color (reddish), shape (curvilinear), gradient (strength of boundary), and contrast 

(with background)[3].These attributes, other image manifestations, such as the boundaries of the optic nerve and some hemorrhages 

and lesions, can exhibit the same local attributes as vessels. Segment blood vessels generally fall into three categories:  window-

based [16,17,18], classifier-based [19,20], and tracking-based [21,22]. Window-based methods, such as edge detection, estimate a 

match at each pixel for a given model against the pixel's surrounding window. Classifier-based methods proceed in two steps. First, 

a low-level algorithm produces a segmentation of spatially-connected regions. These candidate regions are then classified as being 

vessel or not vessel. In [19], regions segmented by user-assisted thresholding were classified as blood vessel or leakage according 

to their length to width ratio. In [20], regions segmented by the method in [16] were classified as vessel or not vessel according to 

many properties, including their response to a classic operator designed to detect roads in aerial imagery [23]. The drawback of 

these methods is that the large-scale properties of vessels cannot be applied to the problem until after the low-level segmentation 

has already finished. Therefore, these properties cannot be used to drive the segmentation, merely to evaluate it. Tracking-based 

methods utilize a profile model to step along and segment a vessel incrementally. In [21], a Hough transform is used to locate the 

papilla in a retinal image. Vessel tracing proceeds iteratively from the papilla, halting when the response to a one dimensional 

(cross-section) matched filter falls below a given threshold. In [22], a similar method was employed to detect vessels in coronary 

arteriograms, from user-given starting points. One drawback to these approaches is their proclivity for termination at branch points, 

which are not well-modeled by one dimensional filters. Another drawback is their reliance upon unsophisticated methods for 

locating starting points. 

Segmentation part of DR includes thresholding,[3] adaptive histogram equalization and  clustering.  In thresholding [3] method 

image open with different orientations. The total 12 patches with resolution of 150. Apply thresholding as length of structuring 

element larger than the biggest   red lesion present. Then THRESHOLD, t = iseed - x(iseed –i bg) 

Where iseed - Intensity at the starting pixel position. 

ibg - Intensity of the same pixel in the background image. 

x = value of 0/1. 

In adaptive histogram equalization method of segmentation is a type of histogram equalization [5]. In histogram method enhance 

image contrast by adjusting image intensity value. Also computes several histograms each represent   distinct section of the image 

and use them to redistribute the values of the image. A variant of adaptive histogram equalization is called “Limited Adaptive 

Histogram Equalization”. In clustering method includes k means, improved k mean, fuzzy c mean (FCM) and improved fuzzy c 

mean algorithm (IFCM). 

The next major step is to classify the extracted candidate regions. In DRD mainly classification is done by any of the classifier. 

Bayesian classifier is one of the probabilistic classifier. It is based on the Bayes’ theorem [6].  Let x=(x1,x2,....,xn) be the vector 

representing  some ‘n’ features such as  instance probability for independent variables as  p(Ck |x1,x2,....,xn ) for  K outcomes 

or classes using Bayes theorem [6]p(Ckx)={p(Ck)p(x|Ck)}/p(x). 

III. PROPOSED METHOD 

Figure 1 depicts the proposed method for Red Lesion Detection. 

 
Fig. 1: Proposed method 
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The proposed method include two various transformations are applied to the fundus image. Generally transformation is defined 

as a function or operator that takes image as input and produces image as output. In this paper apply Hough transform for optic 

disc elimination and hat transform for the feature extraction [23, 24]. Mainly Hough transform is used to locate the Region of 

Interest (ROI) in an eye image. So that we can easily found the Optic Disc (OD) also remove it.  Hough transform techniques 

follows voting procedure to find imperfect objects within the certain class by shape, text etc. In automated analysis of digital 

images, a sub problems are   detected by shapes such as straight lines, circles or ellipses. Here eye image is in circular in shape. So 

follow circular Hough transform to identify the optic disc region. 

 Algorithm [24] 

1) Create the accumulator space consist of cell for each pixel.  Set each cell to 0. 

2) For each edge point (i, j) in the image, increment all cells accounting to their circle equation (i-a)2 +(j-b)2  = r2  with their circle 

center . Here’ a’ be the cell in the image. 

3) For each possible value of ’a’ found in the previous step, find all possible values of ’b’ which satisfy the equation. 

4) Then find local maxima in the accumulator space. These cells represent circles that were detected by the algorithm. 

Hough transform algorithm provide better performance at the expense of higher computational complexity. The hough transform 

searches the optimum parameters [23] as follows 

H(xc  ,yc ,r)=Σi=1 to n h(xi, yi ,xc,yc,r)  Where h(xi, yi ,xc,yc,r)=(xj-x0)2+(yj-y0)2 for edge point (xj,yj),j=1...n. 

Then the next step is to extract all the candidate region by using hat transform. The name is because of the output of the Hat 

transform graph is like hat in shape. It extract all the candidate regions from the given set of the images. They are of two types 

Bottom Hat Transform (BHT) and Top Hat Transform (THT)[23].  

Identification and extraction of small blood vessels in a retinal image are identified by using Bottom Hat Transform. During the 

preprocessing steps extract the green channel. So the blood vessels are prominent in green plane[6]. BHT enhance the details for 

a gray scale image by using the formula as  

Bottom Hat image = original image – closing image. 

Then apply canny edge detector to detect blood vessels[23]. Here use two thresholds to detect strong and weak edges. It is highly 

noise resistant and highlights true weak edges. Next step is to apply thresholding to found longer and connected vessels. Thus 

eliminating smaller thread like structures. So that easily found the infected regions in the retinal image. 

IV. EXPECTED OUTCOME 

To evaluate the performance of our method on a large variety of images use six independent databases. Our method was evaluated 

at two levels: 

 When a delineation of the lesions was provided, our method was evaluated on a per-lesion basis, meaning we analyzed its 

performance in detecting every single lesion.  

 When only a diagnosis was provided for each image, our method was evaluated on a per-image basis. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper proposes a novel approach to find diabetic retinopathy detection by using Hough and bottom hat transform. Green 

channel extraction is performed in the step of preprocessing. Optic disc detection and elimination are done by using circular Hough 

transform. Features are extracted by using Bottom Hat Transform. Very promising outcome for diabetic retinopathy detection was 

provided. 
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